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For his devoted service, this was placed around
Madison Porter's neck by the princess. (four
words)
Sylvia Sidney played the part of Grandma
Florence Norris in this 1996 movie.
Director Marion ______ also directed the 1932
movies The Devil and the Deep and Madame
Butterfly.
Vince Barnett plays the part of Count ________,
the princess's fiance.
The part of the banker, Richard Gresham, is
played by Edward ______ .
The princess comes from this mythical
kingdom
Henry Stephenson (who plays the part of King
Anatol) also plays a part in this 1937 Cary
Grant movie. (four words)
Porter Madison pours the princess's wine into
the __________ by accident. (two words)
Porter Madison's occupation (two words)
Sylvia Sidney also played the part of ____ in the
1988 movie Beetle Juice.
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To assume the character and identity of
another person
The name of the look-alike substitute that
takes the princess's place (two words)
When a person suspected of carrying a
contagious disease is held in isolation in hopes
of preventing the spread of the disease they
are being held in __________ .
The princess comes to the United States to
secure a much-needed ____ for her country.
A fast food restaurant where simple foods and
drink are served by coin-operated and billoperated vending machines
The princess says after being shown around
New York City, "Tonight I find the country that
I have looked for on a map ever since I was a
child, _________ .
The setting for this film is the city of ________ .
(two words)
When Princess Caterina arrives in the U.S. she
gets this illness
"You may kiss ________ ." (two words)
The name of the restaurant where Porter
Madison and the princess eat

